Abstract: In our daily life we always have to deal with information which plays an important role in our lives. One of the major sources of information is database. We all use database technology which is having the deep impact on today’s growing use of computer and internet. However, database system is not easy to understand by every user because the user needs to be technically good in the database technology. Hence people with no knowledge of database technology may find it difficult to access. Therefore, there is need to find out the new technique and methods that will help user to provide an environment where an non-expert user will be able to write and execute the database queries with ease and efficiency by using Natural Language Processing, without the proper knowledge of SQL (Structured Query Language), which is the basic language to interact with the database server. Therefore this idea of using natural language instead of query triggered, the development of a different type of processing system called Natural Language processing (NLP) came into existence. NLP allows common users to only retrieve the information from database using a natural language (English) and to the database administrator all the interfaces are available which will help administrator to manage, modify and update its database with ease. Further we develop this enhanced engine as web based application with common interface to all database servers so as to make availability of interface globally, and preventing extra burden of installation of database servers on users. This building of the interface which is common to all database servers with the Natural Language Processing is called CDINLP hence increases reliability. This CDINLP is built with an extra functionality which enables the user to interact with the database server by only selection of the requirement on the interface and this functionality is termed as Query builder.

1. INTRODUCTION

Common Database Interface is the new developed system which increases the reliability for the user to access different types of database servers via common interface. Again this complex developed system has been embedded with an important subsystem which increases the more reliability of the system and this subsystem is called Natural Language Processing. Again these different types of database servers can be remotely accessed by using IP addresses of the respective nodes.

Natural language processing is a field of artificial intelligence where we Retrieve Information, Translate this information for Machine and Analyse Language. The target of fetching/retrieving data from database server by natural language processor is to build data access simpler for the non-expert people. As natural language is the simplest path to learn and use the system, it has proved to be the toughest for a computer to become expert. To access any database server/engine a user must know the query
languages that database server understands or for which the server is designed. Those users who are expert in these languages can access data or information from any database server/engine. So to access the data from database server/engine, a graphical interface is used which needs basic training for using these systems. There are many people who know English but are not expert to write queries in database servers. This interface helps an end user to query the system in natural languages like English and can see the results.

Further we develop this enhanced engine as web based application with the functionality of graphical selection of the fields on the interface that implicitly generates the query for the user and will give the result according to the selection done by the user. Also this enhanced feature improves our system qualitatively and is applicable for all types of the database servers for which the common interface is build.

2. OBJECTIVE

Developing a system for the users who know only English language with common interface to all database servers. User can access database using English language and to get the result in the same language in the same way as the database servers does. All other objectives are given bellow:

- To develop common database interface to all relational database servers which would support Natural Language Processing.
- To create GUI where the user can input the query in English Language and also can interact with the system by graphical selection of the fields.
- To build a system that process the English query and fetch the data from multiple databases, tables & columns by using joins implicitly.
- To build a system that can handle quires like select, update, delete on relational databases of multiple database servers.
- To execute queries with the help of graphical selection of fields. The subsystem that enables this feature is called the query builder.
- To execute queries that can arrange data of tables in the form ascending order and descending order.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 Natural Language Interface for Database

Common Database Interface with Natural Language Processing (CDINLP) has an interesting area called the development of a natural language interface to database systems. In the previous few decades many such interface systems have been developed. Using these interface systems, users can interact with database server/engine in a more easy and simple way. Due to this reason, the application of CDINLP is globally used today. In the past time Natural Language Processing has been a very interesting area of research. The aim of Natural language processing with common database interface is to provide such type interface where user can interact with database more conveniently using the natural language (English). At the same time the graphical selection of fields (query builder) provides the enhanced way for the user to interact with the database servers who know only graphical interaction with the system. Hence the CDINLP is the system which can convert the query from native language (English) to SQL.

3.2 Sub components of CDINLP

There are two sub components of CDINLP

- Linguist components

- Database components

**Linguistic Component**

This component translates the natural language into a formal query and generates a natural language response based on the results from the database search.
Database component

It performs Database Management functions. A lexicon database is used to map the words of the natural input onto the language understandable by database. This lexicon is used by all the three phases of the CDINLP. A tokenisation phase takes the formal response as its input, and inspects the parse tree in order to generate adequate natural language response. Natural language database systems make use of knowledge about syntactic and the actual database server in order to properly relate natural language input to the language structured for database. Linguistic component of the system is the area where the syntactic knowledge resides in the syntax analyzer whereas knowledge about the actual database resides to some extent in the semantic data model used. Queries written in interface in natural language are translated into a statement of formal query language. Once the statement unambiguously formed, the query is processed by the database management system in order to produce the required data for the user. These data then passed back to the user in the way that actual query passes in the tubular form or in the way that database server passes.

4. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM

Architecture of Common database interface with Natural Language Processing is explained and given below. This architecture is known as CDINLP i.e. Common Database Interface with Natural Language Interface. There are three important phases i.e. Tokenization, Parsing & Matching data.

In the tokenization the tokens of user English query is generated and elimination of stop words are done.

Parsing is the phase where the remaining tokens changed to their synonyms which database can understand. Again the parsing involves one of the phase where foreign words can be identified and these foreign words are called as Nouns. Once the nouns are identified then the last phase come into play and this phase is called Matching data phase.

Matching data phase is the phase where we match the foreign strings or words identified. The query is generated as base on three conditions:

Condition 1: - The query will be generated as

‘Select * from foreign_word’

If matching of foreign_word was traced as the data table.

Condition 2: - The query will be generated as

‘Select foreign_word from tablename’

If matching of foreign_word was traced as tuple of table.

Condition 3: - The query will be generated as

‘Select * from tablename where column name =foreign_word’

If matching of foreign_word was traced as data of any table.
5. METHODOLOGY

To achieve the above mentioned objectives some methodology has been followed and it is given below:

- Create employee database which will store information about employee.
- Identify the nature of queries i.e. select, update, delete, create, order by queries and query builder (Graphical selection of fields or tuples of table) using common database interface.
- Proper mapping of tokens with database keywords should be done by extracting table, columns information from input English sentences.
- Generate SQL query by mapping input query with the stored values in the database tables.
- Successfully execute the query in the form of English.

6. ADVANTAGES

- Common to all database servers/engines.
- It relieves the problem of learning syntax. Hence no need to learn the database languages like SQL or Oracle.
- Remote access to any server via web application by using IP address.
- Physically installation of database servers is optional because user can access the database servers installed on other machines also by using IP address.
- Enables the user to interact with the system who only knows the graphical manipulation.

7. CONCLUSION

This Paper is on Common Database Interface for Relational Database using NLP that accepts the query in simple English Language which is easy to read and understand for the people who do not have any knowledge of SQL language or other query language. It is very much useful for non-technical person to retrieve data from database and get knowledge from it. With the help of this common database Interface for Relational Database using NLP we are world-wise performing all the operation such as select, update, delete, create and moreover the query building by query builder subsystem which implicitly generates the query for the user who is running the CDINLP with graphical selection of the fields and provides result to the user as expected.

The idea is to map a sentence into a logical query language first, and then further translate this logical query language into a general database query language, such as SQL. The Common Database Interface for Relational Database using NLP first converts the simple English language question into an intermediate sensible query. The intermediate logical query expresses the user’s question in terms of high caliber world concepts, which are independent of the database structure. The logical query is then translated to an expression in the database’s query language, and evaluated against the database.
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